Informed Dissent
Resources
There is no such thing as an 'unarrestable offence'. This is something we should all know
when participating in a protest. But, as we also know knowledge is power. Being well
equipped with the knowledge of your rights and duties in regards to yourself and others you
will be better off than going into a possibly 'arrestable' situation blind. This is a list of the
resources made available on the Informed Dissent Website. We have collated a few of the
links we think may be useful to you in the pages of this book. There is more information in
the website. feel free to browse it too.

Informed Dissent main webpage Link
Bust Cards Links for Each UK Region
Frequently Used Laws at a Protest
Witnessing an Arrest

Informed Dissent main
webpage Link
Welcome to Informed Dissent.
This website provides resources to help you make informed decisions when protesting in
the England and Wales.
If you do have any questions or suggestions, please feel free to email us at:
informeddissent@riseup.net
We are an group of volunteers, who have experience in activist legal support and so our
information is generally applicable to different kinds of protest in England and Wales.
We try to include "XR Note: "wherever any information specifically applies to XR, due to the
difference in legal support structure between XR and the wider activist legal support
community.
Much love, rage and solidarity,
Informed Dissent

Here is the link to the Main page for the Informed Dissent webpage

Bust Cards Links for Each
UK Region
Note: the following bustcards have been amended on 25 August 2020. If you
accessed the bustcards before that, please delete those versions and use the
new versions below.
XR Note:
XR bustcards are different to those used by other activists. Please see a list of non-XR
bustcards at the bottom of this page.

Here is the Link To These Resources

Frequently Used Laws at a
Protest
Frequently used laws at a protest Link to page
Info included in the above link:
1. Obstruction of the Highway
2. Conditions Placed on a Protest
3. Trespass and Aggravated Trespass
4. Criminal Damage and Theft
5. Breach of the Peace
6. Public Nuisance
7. Obstruction of a Police Officer & Assault PC
8. Violent Disorder
NB: This is not an exhaustive list and only takes into account protest related law. There are
other charges that are bought against protestors that are rare, hard to predict and can have
lengthier trials, heavier sentences and higher costs. Examples would be charges in other
areas of the law such as terrorism or aviation, byelaws, or civil claims.
If you have specific questions about future planned actions, please email
hypothetical questions to xr-legal@riseup.net two weeks prior to action day . The
reason we ask for them to be hypothetical is to reduce the chance that people answering
them could be considered complicit.

Witnessing an Arrest
Witnessing an Arrest

Link to Main page for this info and more:
Main points on this page:
Basic Info about witnessing an Arrest
5 Key messages for an arrestee
A video on Witnessing an arrest

When at a protest, there is no such thing as people who are 'non-arrestable'. This
is because of the fact that anyone engaging in Non-Violent Direct Action or other forms of
protest can be arrested. It is all at the discretion of police officers.
Witnessing an arrest is a skill not a role. A legal observer (LO) is more trained and
experienced and has a precise role like a paramedic. Witnessing an arrest is like being
trained in first aid, it is useful and could save someone's life, but no replacement for a
paramedic.
If there are no LOs witnessing the arrest, then it is important for bystanders to step in to
witness the arrest and make sure that the rights of the arrestee are being upheld.
In the situation of arrest, actively witnessing an arrest in the way described here may draw
extra attention from the police. Please prioritise your own welfare.

If someone were to get arrested in front of / near you:

Witnessing an arrest can be difficult and it is a different experience for everyone. Your
wellbeing and safety is a priority!
Some tips:
Don't panic. Here are some other steps. Chose the ones you will remember best. We
have put in bold some points we think are worth remembering in particular.
Ground yourself, note your tone of voice. If you are not feeling calm see if someone
else can step into that space. Try to not view the Police as 'the enemy'. Conflict often
makes these situations worse for the person being arrested. You are there for them .
show empathy, be there for the arrestte.
Read through this informative list:
If you are being threatened with arrest for Obstructing a Police Officer, then take a
step back and say "I am taking a step back officer. I am just here to watch and make
sure my friend is doing alright".
Try and find out what police station they are being taken to. This is the most
important piece of information you could get, as it will allow for Police Station Support
to be organised and this will let us collect more information once they have been
released. If the police officers don't tell you where the arrestee is being
taken, try and get the arrestee to ask the officers where they are being
taken and then get them to tell you. This is because the police technically
don't have to tell bystanders where an arrestee is being taken but they do
have to tell the arrestee themselves. In an ideal world, you will get the name of
the police station, but in some cases the arresting officer may genuinely not know, or
might just be being difficult. If you are unable to get a location, just tell the back office
what you know and tell the arrestee to let the back office know with their custody call
Point out to the arrestee that this is the phone number on their bustcard.
If the Police officer doesn't know where they are going you can do two things: You can
follow them to the van to see if they have more information about where the arrestee
is being taken. Take a note of the Van's number. You can tell the Police you are doing

this so that you can report back to Back Office.
Hand them a 'bustcard' or put one directly in their pocket (preferably a trouser
pocket, if possible).
Walk them through the 5 key messages, which can be found here, or you can look
at the bottom of this page too. These are 5 key pieces of information, which guide the
arrestee on what to do when at the police station.
If possible, try and get them to whisper their name or alias to you. If they do not want
to share this information with you for whatever reasons (such as a police officer
listening in etc.), then do not force them into giving this information to you. Just move
on! You could also try and get their name from some of their friends (if they are
standing nearby) or people who the arrestee was talking to prior to their arrest
If you know them or are connected to them somehow you can request that you take
their telephone for safekeeping.
Try and get a good mental image of what the person looks like, what they were
wearing and height and other identifying factors. For example, the colour of people's
shoes are sometimes a really unique colour (e.g orange shoes with a pink stripe) and
pass all this information on to the Legal Back Office.
Try and get some contact details (name, email address and phone number) for any
other witnesses to the arrest and pass this information on to the Legal Back Office too.
If (for whatever reason, such as a police office is listening in) another witness doesn't
want to give you their details, then that is fine. Try and give them a bust card and get
them to call the Legal Back Office, who will be able to explain why the information is
asked for and how it gets stored etc.
Call the Legal Back Office that has been set up for your action.
Call the Green and Black Cross Protest Support Line on 07946 541511 (for actions, not
XR related)
For XR actions, the Back Office number can be found on your 'bust card'.
But, if for some reason this is an issue, call the central XR Back Office on
07749 335574. Alternatively, you can report an arrest that you witnessed directly to
the Back Office using the form if this is something you feel more comfortable doing.

Please also do share this 15 minute video, which explains how to witness an arrest.
The password to the video is: ProsecutePolluters

